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Introduction {#sec001}
============

The use of nanohole structures as chemical sensors has been emphasized in numerous studies since the phenomenon of extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) was reported by Ebbesen et al. in 1998 \[[@pone.0120974.ref001]\]. Enhanced transmission occurs when incident light impinges on a metal film patterned with arrays of sub-wavelength nanohole structures and at specific wavelengths it could be attributed to the coupling of light with Bloch-wave surface polariton (BW-SPP) and/or localized surface plasmon (LSP) \[[@pone.0120974.ref002],[@pone.0120974.ref003]\]. In general, molecular adsorption in the vicinity of a metal interface alters the dielectric condition, which shifts the transmission maximum(s) in the spectrum. The underlying physics of nanohole sensors has been extensively studied and its spectrum is known to be tunable through engineering of shape, size and separation distance on a nanometer scale \[[@pone.0120974.ref004]--[@pone.0120974.ref008]\]. Compared to commercial surface plasmon resonance (SPR) platforms, EOT-based sensors exhibit spectroscopic bands which allow for specificity in the study of molecular interactions \[[@pone.0120974.ref009]--[@pone.0120974.ref013]\]. We thus present the first report of nanohole EOT plasmonics, used in human serum to measure a model cardiac biomarker, troponin I.

The typical experimental setup used in early studies visually aligns the EOT-based sensor with an optical path and focuses the light beam onto the sensor surface. A large experimental apparatus, including an optical microscope, light source, and detector, is required due to the limitations of current EOT manufacture. We thus sought to create a substantially larger experimental surface, using nanoimprinting lithography (NIL), thus allowing ease of interface with a standard fibre optic cable.

Prior work on nanohole interaction spectroscopy has focused on expensive e-beam lithography or focused ion beam lithography which are limited to dimensions of typically less than 100 microns. Large area techniques likewise suffer from poor reproducibility, in particular nanosphere lithography, interference lithography, or co-polymer templates \[[@pone.0120974.ref014],[@pone.0120974.ref015]\]. For the above reasons, we adapted the newly developed method of nanoimprinting lithography (NIL) as a biosensing technology due to its millimeter fabrication scale \[[@pone.0120974.ref016]\], and demonstrated high reproducibility \[[@pone.0120974.ref017]\]. Using this novel approach, we found that sensing areas in the millimeter scale greatly enhanced a flexible linear optical detection scheme and allowed biomarker detection in a complex fluid, namely human serum, using conventional optical fibres ([Fig. 1](#pone.0120974.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The nanohole array's transmission peaks are in the visible to near infrared (NIR) region, thus measurements of biomolecules in their native state can be made in an aqueous environment. The nanohole array biosensor was first characterized using computer simulation and by referencing liquids of known refractive index, followed by measuring human cardiac troponin I (cTnI) in human serum samples which is the gold standard for the diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction. For the first time, we demonstrated the robustness of large size EOT based nanohole array biosensors in a portable optical setup. Using our fabrication process, NIL nanohole chips of millimeter scale can measure cTnI in serum at a clinically relevant limit of detection (LOD) of 0.55 ng/ml with a detection time much shorter than existing technologies such as conventional ELISA. Further differentiating our NIL based detection, the nanohole surface can be easily regenerated for repeated assay use. These findings, taken together, for the first time illustrate the feasibility of nanohole array biosensors as viable substrates for industrial engineering and measurement validation within complex biofluids.

![Overview of the experimental setup.\
A) Schematic diagram of the prototype point-of-care setup for nanohole sensor detection. B) Picture of a liquid cell during measurement. The nanohole sensor chip with a sensing area of 1.5mm X 1.5mm was inserted for detection. Inset: scanning electron micrograph of square nanoholes (square length 140 nm, pitch 400 nm) fabricated using the NIL method.](pone.0120974.g001){#pone.0120974.g001}

Materials and Methods {#sec002}
=====================

Sensor fabrication and data acquisition {#sec003}
---------------------------------------

The details of fabricating a large area nanohole sensor have been described previously \[[@pone.0120974.ref017]\]. Briefly, a 4" nickel mold with desired nanohole arrays repeatedly patterned in different areas was fabricated, which was realized by (1) e-beam writing of nanopillars (reversed pattern of the square nanoholes in the size of 140 nm) on the e-beam resist coated on a 4" silicon wafer, (2) electroplating of nickel on the silicon wafer with resist nanopillars, and (3) separating the nickel mold from the silicon wafer. The nickel mold with nanoholes endured repeated nanoimprinting. To mass fabricate the sensor chips, a 4" glass wafer was coated with 300 nm thick of photoresist and nanoimprinted by the nickel mold, then 5 nm of chromium for adhension and 95 nm of gold film for plasmonics was deposited on the nanoimprinted patterns, and the gold nanoholes were obtained after photoresist lift-off. The glass wafer with gold nanohole arrays was subsequently diced into individual 1 cm × 1 cm sensor chips, each with central 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm area filled with gold nanoholes for use in this study.

In the optical measurement apparatus, white light transmitted through an optical fiber bundle was collimated and illuminated on the nanohole array at a normal incidence angle. The transmitted signal was collected by a receiving optical fiber and recorded by a UV-visible spectrometer HR2000+ (Ocean optic, Dunedin, FL, USA) within a spectral range of 300--1000 nm. Each frame of transmission was collected using an acquisition time of 20 ms, and the final spectrum was produced by averaging 100 frames. Similar approaches were described previously by Im *et al*. for reducing the background noise of LSPR-based sensors \[[@pone.0120974.ref018]\]. All spectra were analyzed and evaluated using OriginPro 9 software (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA), and the position of all transmission peaks were identified using a Lorentz based method.

Finite element simulation {#sec004}
-------------------------

We simulated the plasmonic field in our sensor using COMSOL software, which is based on the finite element method to provide total plasmonic field information, including the reflection, transmission and absorption light intensity as well as the plasmonic near-field distribution around the gold nanostructures at each wavelength. For the gold nanostructure array, only a quarter of single nanohole embedded in a square whose length is equal to half of the array pitch needs to be calculated \[[@pone.0120974.ref017]\]. The incident electric field E~0x~ has a magnitude of 0.5cε~0~E~0x~ ^2^ = P~in~∕(p∕2)^2^, which is about 4340 V∕m for incident power P~in~ of 1 nW over an area of 0.2 × 0.2 μm^2^ (for a 400 nm pitch nanohole array). As the incident wave struck the structure, the reflected power and transmitted power were calculated through the surface integration of the power flow over the surfaces, respectively. The absorbed power was computed through the volume integration of the resistive heating in the gold film ([S1 Fig.](#pone.0120974.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Sensor surface modification {#sec005}
---------------------------

Nanohole array sensor chip surfaces were cleaned in the order of isopropanol, acetone and deionized water, and dried at room temperature with nitrogen gas prior to chemical modifications. An amine-reactive self-assembly monolayer (SAM) was formed by incubating the sensor chips in ethanolic solution of 0.4 mM of 10-carboxy-1-decanethiol (Dojindo Laboratories, Japan) and 1.6 mM of 1-octanethiol (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA) for 12 h at room temperature, then washed thoroughly with pure ethanol and dried in room temperature. Subsequently, the sensor was incubated in a mixture of 75 mM of sulfo-N-hydroxysuccinimide (sulfo-NHS) and 15 mM of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA), to activate the carboxylic group of the SAM for 15 min. Next, 50 μl of 200 μg/ml anti-troponin antibody 560 (Hytest, Finland) solution (acetate buffer, pH 4.5) was spotted on the sensor surface and incubated for 30 min. Finally, the sensor chip was immersed in 1 M of ethanolamine-HCl solution (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) for 15 min to deactivate the unreacted esters, followed by a rinse with deionized water and dried with nitrogen gas at room temperature.

Sensor bulk sensitivity test and cTnI assay {#sec006}
-------------------------------------------

Liquid with known refractive index (Cargill Inc., Cedar Grove, USA) ranging from 1.31--1.39 was deposited into the liquid cell. Subsequently, a sensor chip was inserted into the liquid cell, immersed in the refractive index standard liquid, and then aligned with the optical path where a transmission spectrum was obtained. After each measurement, the sensor chip and measurement cell were thoroughly rinsed with 5% decon solution and dried with nitrogen gas.

Human cTnI standard in serum was purchased from Phoenix Pharmaceuticals (Belmont, CA, USA) in four concentrations (75 ng/ml, 30 ng/ml, 7.5 ng/ml and 2.5 ng/ml). After the immobilization of the antibody onto the sensor chip, 100 μl of 1% BSA solution was deposited onto the surface and incubated for 15 min to block any non-specific binding. 50 μl of cTnI standard was applied to the chip surface and incubated in moisture environment for 30 min. The sensor chips were rinsed with PBS solution three times after incubation, and inserted into the measurement cell containing PBS buffer to record its transmission spectra. For regeneration of the chip, sensor chips were submerged with 50 mM Glycine-HCl (pH2) for 1 min, rinsed with PBS solution three times and measured in PBS solution.

Surface plasmon resonance measurement {#sec007}
-------------------------------------

The Bio-Rad ProteOn XPR36 instrument (Haifa, Israel) was used in this study. The GLC type sensor chip consists of a glass prism coated with gold and an alginate layer with a low capacity for antibody conjugation. A detailed introduction of experimental protocol for antibody-antigen interaction can be found elsewhere \[[@pone.0120974.ref019]\]. In this regeneration test, briefly, the system was equilibrated with PBS-T buffer (20 mM Na-phosphate, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.05% Tween 20, pH 7.4). Antibody and cTnI standard were used as described in the cTnI assay. Three channels were activated for 5 min with a mixture of EDC (0.2 M) and sulfo-NHS (0.05 M), followed by 5 min injection of 50 μg/ml antibody 560 and 5 min injection of ethanolamine-HCl solution. Then the sensor chip was rotated by 90°and various cTnI standards at different concentrations were injected and conjugated to the antibody at interaction spots, where the response units were monitored in real time. The regeneration was performed by injecting 50 mM Glycine-HCl (pH 2) for 1 minute.

Results and Discussion {#sec008}
======================

Transmission spectrum and Sensor characterization {#sec009}
-------------------------------------------------

To access the underlying physics of the sensor chip, numerical simulation was carried out to gain understanding of the plasmonic field distribution in aqueous environment and compared to actual measurement, with the parameters and assumption of the simulation are described in a previous study \[[@pone.0120974.ref017],[@pone.0120974.ref020]\]. The simulation software COMSOL (finite element method) allows the plasmonic field construction of the periodic nanohole array with p = 400 nm, D = 150 nm and T = 100 nm and the generation of transmission spectrum, where absorption and scattering effects are also taken into account. [Fig. 2A](#pone.0120974.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the superimposed calculated spectrum with the measured transmission spectrum of the nanohole sensor. The calculated transmission spectrum reveals four bands in the wavelength range of 450--850 nm: a band centered at approximately 495 nm corresponding to the interband transition of gold, and three other bands denoted as bands I-III, centered at 560 nm, 645 nm and 712 nm, respectively. Calculated bands I-III achieved very good alignment to empirically measured bands centered at 558 nm, 638 nm and 724 nm. These bands are not expected to be polarization sensitive, as the fabricated nanoholes approximate circular shapes and thus have no angular preference for the polarization state of incident light.

![Characterization of the sensor.\
A) Simulated and measured transmission spectra of the nanohole array biosensor in water. B) Cross-section view of the near field distribution of band II and band III, with red color area representing strong near field distribution. Units are the optical field distribution in log scale, \|E\|.](pone.0120974.g002){#pone.0120974.g002}

The plasmonic peak calculated at 645 nm was measured to be 638 nm, which is 7 nm below the simulation. This is because of two reasons. The first reason is that the hole simulated is 150 nm, while our fabricated nanoholes are 140 nm squares. According to a recent report \[[@pone.0120974.ref016]\], smaller nanoholes of noble metal will blue-shift the plasmonic peak. Particularly for gold, our separate simulations have found that at the wavelength of 645 nm around, for a gold nanohole array of 400 nm pitch and 100 nm thick, to increase the diameter from 100 nm to 150 nm will almost linearly increase the wavelength 20 nm (from 630--650 nm), so the actual size of 140 nm nanoholes in our experiments compared with the simulated 150 nm diameter ones will blue-shit 4 nm. Second, our fabricated gold nanohole array is 5 nm thinner than simulations. Our separate simulations show that varying the thickness of gold from 75 nm to 150 nm will linearly increase the wavelength from 635 nm to 665 nm, thus 5 nm less gold might cause the peak wavelength blue shift 2 nm. In total, our fabricated gold nanohole array should blue-shift 6 nm compared with the simulations. According to a recent study \[[@pone.0120974.ref021]\], for the gold nanohole array of 400 nm pitch and 150 nm diameter, a thinner gold film will reduce the intensity difference of the three peaks, and will red-shift the peak at 712 nm. This could be the reason that the band III in our experiments shifted to 724 nm, and the experimental intensities for bands I and II are higher than the simulation. The fabrication errors of the gold nanoholes might also add some discrepancy to the measured and simulated spectra.

Aside from reproducing the experimental transmission bands, COMSOL simulation directly visualizes the near field distribution of these bands in a unit cell ([Fig. 2B](#pone.0120974.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The unit on the right is the optical field distributions (V/m) in log-scale, and the highest intensity is around 4.7 (50119 V/m), which is about 11.5 times of field enhancement compared with the incident intensity of 4340 V/m in simulation. Bands I and III's electromagnetic fields are predominantly located on the glass substrate, which make them less sensitive and unsuitable for sensing biomolecular interactions at the gold-water interface. In contrast, band II has a very strong LSPR component (short decay length) concentrated at the top rim of the nanoholes, thus contributes the most to the wavelength shift associated with the biosensing. Therefore, band II is chosen for analyte detection in this study.

In order to characterize the quality of the nanohole chip and the combined performance of the optical instruments, our nanohole array sensor chips were adapted for use in a liquid cell and their transmission spectra were measured. [Fig. 3A](#pone.0120974.g003){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the transmission spectra of refractive index standard liquid, ranging from 1.31--1.39. Three major transmission bands were observed in the spectrum range of 400--900 nm, corresponding to bands I-III. Comparison of the spectra reveals a red-shift in band I-III, and the extent of the red-shift is in the order of band II \> band I \> band III. The red shift of bands I-III are summarized in [Fig. 3B](#pone.0120974.g003){ref-type="fig"} and the bulk sensitivities for bands I-III are determined to be 322, 345, and 202 nm/RIU, respectively. Band II has the highest sensitivity and is within our expectation as its plasmonic field is highly concentrated in the liquid, while the plasmonic fields for bands I and III are concentrated in glass ([Fig. 2B](#pone.0120974.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Bulk sensing performance of the sensor.\
A) Measured optical transmission spectra of the nanohole biosensor in refractive index standard liquid. The refractive index (RI) range is 1.31--1.39. (Black: RI 1.31, red: RI 1.33, blue: RI 1.35, purple: RI 1.37, green: RI 1.39). B) Bulk sensitivity of the three transmission bands (I-III) in visible to NIR range. (Square: band I, Circle: band II, Triangle: band III)](pone.0120974.g003){#pone.0120974.g003}

In terms of spectral intensity, bands I and III increase with the refractive index, while band II illustrates an opposite trend. It makes sense for this kind of transmission intensity redistribution, because the increase of the reflective index on the gold surface will cause more plasmonic field to be concentrated on the gold nanohole surface (i.e., the band II) and more leaking of the plasmonic field from the glass side (where the bands I and III locate) to the liquid. As more plasmonic energy is trapped by the gold nanohole surface, the transmitted light will decrease in band II and, conversely, increase in bands I and III, as plotted in [Fig. 3A](#pone.0120974.g003){ref-type="fig"}. *Xiang et al*., also verified this phenomenon, noting that nanoholes plotted by extinction in transmission show an increase in peak II with liquid of higher refractive index \[[@pone.0120974.ref011]\].

Performance of human cTnI assay {#sec010}
-------------------------------

We further characterized the robustness of the sensor and the optical detection system using human cTnI in serum. For quality assurance, we compared the band II position of our nanohole array biosensor with a bare gold surface. A red-shift of 4.1 ± 0.2 nm was observed after the amine-coupling step, which indicates that the antibody conjugation was successful ([S2 Fig.](#pone.0120974.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As illustrated in [Fig. 4A and 4B](#pone.0120974.g004){ref-type="fig"}, the observable transmission spectra directly reflect the amount of cardiac troponin molecules on the functionalized chip surface. The band shifts linearly with the troponin level at low concentrations and fits well to a binding isotherm with an R^2^ value of 0.995 and showing the beginning of saturation at 30 ng/ml ([Fig. 4C](#pone.0120974.g004){ref-type="fig"}). We used the measured spectra to further characterize the integrated system's performance, with critical performance indicator analyzed to be Full Half-Magnitude Width (FHMW) = 32.84 nm, Figure of merit (FOM) = 10.5, σ of signal = 0.017 nm (FOM is calculated as resonance shift in nanometers as a function of change in refractive index, normalized by line width), Signal to noise ratio = 256 (at 7.5 ng/ml troponin in serum), and the LOD is estimated as 0.55 ng/ml. (i.e. The σ of the experimental data is the noise of the measurement. A wavelength shift of three times the standard deviation can be used in the standard curve to determine LOD of the sensor.)

![Detection of cTnI in serum.\
A) Schematic diagram of the analyte detection of the nanohole biosensor surface. B) Transmission spectra of the nanohole sensor before (black line) and after (red line) the measurement of 30 ng/ml human cardiac troponin in serum. Inset shows the close view of band II. C) The wavelength shift for band II at troponin concentrations of 2.5 ng/ml, 7.5 ng/ml, 30 ng/ml and 75 ng/ml (n = 3 chips for each measurement with error bars representing standard deviation)](pone.0120974.g004){#pone.0120974.g004}

We contrast our specific molecular sensing with the bulk fluid sensing seen in [Fig. 2A](#pone.0120974.g002){ref-type="fig"}, wherein the nanohole sensor is submerged in water and four bands were observed in the spectrum. Specifically, the interband transition band centered at approx. 495 nm and transmission bands I-III arise from the plasmonic effect of the structured Au film. When submerged in bulk liquid with increasing refractive index, bands I-III are monotonically red-shifted. This is in contrast to the spectrum observed in the molecular biosensing scenario ([Fig. 4A](#pone.0120974.g004){ref-type="fig"}), wherein only bands II and III had observable red-shift, and band I remained largely unchanged. This difference indicates that the shift of band I is driven by the surface plasmon polariton (SPP) mode that possess a long sensing distance. In a recent study on nanohole film of similar dimension, Schwind *et al*. associated SPP with a maximum extinction at approximately 560 nm \[[@pone.0120974.ref022]\], which is in agreement to our finding. Likewise, through our computational simulation, bands II and III are associated predominately with a localized SPR effect. In concordance with the simulation, the spatial distribution of the electric field in band II is highly suitable for biosensing as its sensing volume is concentrated at the gold-liquid interface, where the analyte is bound.

In our biosensing applications, we observed a relatively large band shift (Δλ) in the analyte capturing step when compared to the attachment of the capturing molecule (antibody conjugation). Compared with [Fig. 3A](#pone.0120974.g003){ref-type="fig"}, the intensities of all bands drop due to the surface modification (such as the cTnI antibody and cTnI layer), causing optical scattering and absorption. But the magnitude of band II is preferentially decreased as it red-shifts with biological molecule accumulation on the surface ([Fig. 4A](#pone.0120974.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Both observations are consistent with a recent study on another nanohole array sensor, where the Δλ reported for the analyte capturing step was 3.5 times larger, and accompanied by a significant drop in band intensity \[[@pone.0120974.ref023]\]. With respect to further optimization in sensor linearity, this non-linear effect between molecular mass and the transmission band shift at high analyte level should be further investigated. Nevertheless, our current technology reproducibly detects cTnI levels in serum samples, where the use of 12 individually modified chips shows the level of consistency in both chip manufacturing and chemical modification. We obtained a very good signal-to-noise ratio of 256 at analyte levels of 7.5 ng/ml, as well as a lower detection limit of 0.55 ng/ml, which is relevant for the diagnosis of acute myocardial infraction in clinical settings. It is well established that once a cardiac infarction has begun, time to intervention is one of the most important factors in keeping the heart muscle alive \[[@pone.0120974.ref024],[@pone.0120974.ref025]\]. Attributes such as small device footprint, low cost, quick detection, and realistic detection range have made our nanoimprinted nanohole sensor a very attractive technological platform for biomarker quantification in medical practice. Likewise, clinically diagnostic troponin I concentrations are usually in the low single digit ng/mL range, with emerging interest in ultra-high sensitivity tests that push detection into the picogram range \[[@pone.0120974.ref026]\]. To address this future need, several of the inherent properties of a nanohole assay may be leveraged for increased sensitivity \[[@pone.0120974.ref027]\], through integrating the optical signal for a longer time, introducing spectral analysis to take overall transmission amplitude into account \[[@pone.0120974.ref028]\], or amplifying the wavelength shift with a sandwich assay \[[@pone.0120974.ref029],[@pone.0120974.ref030]\].

Regeneration of the sensor {#sec011}
--------------------------

The regeneration condition test was carried out using a Biorad Proteon SPR machine (Biorad). The same antibody (ab560) was conjugated onto commercial SPR chips and the increase in the response unit indicates successful conjugation ([S3 Fig.](#pone.0120974.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Subsequently, 75 ng/ml troponin in serum was injected onto the surface, with the sensorgram shown in [Fig. 5A](#pone.0120974.g005){ref-type="fig"}. An elevated response level after the cTnI injection step is observed, which indicates the capture of cTnI. Gradual dissociation of cTnI can be observed as the response decrease between 120--660 s, due to the fact that PBST (1xPBS, 0.05% tween 20) solution was flown over the chip surface. After 1 min injection of the regeneration solution, the response unit became close to 0, which was an indication of complete dissociation of cTnI from the chip surface. The inset of [Fig. 5A](#pone.0120974.g005){ref-type="fig"} shows the repeated engagement of cTnI sample onto the chip surface, where a highly consistent SPR response is observed and further assures the complete regeneration and the viability of the surface. We therefore applied identical regeneration conditions to the nanohole sensor ([Fig. 5B](#pone.0120974.g005){ref-type="fig"}), and observed similar results to the SPR study with serum cTnI concentrations at 30 ng/ml. After immersing the chip into glycine solution for 1 min, the regeneration of the chip was evident, as the position of band II shifted back approximately to its initial state. We obtained very good reproducibility of analyte detection over three consecutive regeneration and measurement rounds, showing that the regeneration process caused negligible damage to the chip surface.

![Regeneration of the sensor.\
A) SPR sensorgram of analyte injection (cTnI) and regeneration step. Inset: serial measurements of various cTnI in serum. Grey bar: initial measurement. Black bar: measured with regenerated surface. B) Band shift observed in regeneration test for a LSPR chip (σ = standard deviation of peak position)](pone.0120974.g005){#pone.0120974.g005}

SPR is the gold standard for the kinetic study of biomolecular interactions. It represents a direct and rapid method to establish regeneration conditions for bioassays based on molecular recognition. Nanofabricated LSPR chips can be modified similarly to commercial SPR chips and the mass on the surface can be monitored quantitatively in real time. Illustrated in our example here, the retaining of capturing capacity and complete disassociation of the analyte are both evident by accessing the response unit. Moreover, by combining our experimental setup with a commercially available high throughput platform, such as the BIORAD Proteon 36, multiple regeneration conditions can be tested at the same time, accelerating the optimization of solution strength and regeneration time. At present, based on the technological platform of high-sensitivity ELISA assay, diagnostic protocols for accessing patients with chest pain are well established and validated \[[@pone.0120974.ref026],[@pone.0120974.ref031]\]. Due to the regenerability of these chips through multiple assay cycles, we anticipate our detection scheme may find use in point-of-care diagnostics or in situations that require non-endpoint assays, such as continuous monitoring.

Practical considerations {#sec012}
------------------------

We extensively study the EOT based nanohole array biosensors both theoretically and experimentally. Earlier studies aimed at fabricating highly precise nanostructures typically involve sensor areas in the micrometer scale that use an optical microscope to align the sensor to the light path \[[@pone.0120974.ref032]\]. While this method is effective in understanding the properties of new sensor designs, it reduces the portability and ease of use, which are two important advantages with our LSPR based sensing platform. Recently, large (\>1 cm^2^) uniformly patterned metamaterials have also been created using laser interference lithography (LIL) \[[@pone.0120974.ref033]\], nanosphere lithography \[[@pone.0120974.ref034]\] and nanoimprinting \[[@pone.0120974.ref035]\], which allow the deployment of a simpler optical detection scheme. Following a previous report of a high-throughput and low cost method of fabricating millimeter scale nanohole sensors \[[@pone.0120974.ref017]\], this study further investigates its application in a simplified optical setup more amenable for general laboratory and device integration. When submerged in water ([Fig. 2A](#pone.0120974.g002){ref-type="fig"}), the FWHM for band II was determined to be 32.84 nm and its FOM value is 10.5, which is comparable to the values reported for sensors with a smaller footprint \[[@pone.0120974.ref023]\]. The sharp and defined transmission maxima and minima observed indicate a clean and highly uniformed nanostructured surface. The high fidelity of the fabrication process is further verified by the excellent correlation between simulated and experimental peak positions.

In aqueous measurement, unwanted absorption and scattering affect the overall signal-to-noise ratio and create artifacts in the spectrum. For wavelengths shorter than 600 nm, protein absorption and particle scattering play an important role in the transmission measurement, while wavelengths longer than 900 nm could obscure underlying signals, as water absorption increases with wavelength in this region. Therefore, band II is situated in the optimum window for biosensing. The small deviation (noise level) observed in the measurement of band position is also a function of the large sensor size, as larger photon flux on each detection pixel allows shorter acquisition time, and frequent temporal averaging can be achieved to lower the noise level. Nanoimprinted LSPR surfaces are further differentiated from LSPR signals generated from gold nanoparticles in solution, because the analyte binding on a surface can be easily washed and further automated into a portable point-of-care detection with controlled fluidics, while the gold nanoparticles in solution are less amenable to treatment as a stationary phase in an engineered device.

Prior to this study, the potential of using various LSPR sensors in realtime bioanalyte detection has been well demonstrated \[[@pone.0120974.ref012],[@pone.0120974.ref032],[@pone.0120974.ref036]\]. The robustness of surface regeneration is important when undertaking serial measurements in a medical device. We illustrated here that the regeneration protocol can be developed in a commercial SPR device and applied to a nanohole sensor with similar regeneration efficiency. This method is universal and provides a quantitative measure of regeneration efficiency for a ligand--analyte pair, furthermore, the surface activities after regeneration can also be accessed. Once a robust surface chemistry is established, LSPR sensors have the potential to become a very powerful and sensitive platform for real-time bioanalyte detection, where its impact on patient care is unprecedented.

Conclusions {#sec013}
===========

Although the applications of surface plasmon resonance have achieved remarkable success in academia, their penetration into clinically important analyte measurements remains limited. For this to happen, responsive surfaces are required to be created with very high reproducibility (similar to the microelectronics industry), high signal-to-noise ratio, and in a large surface area for interfacing with standard yet simple and cost effective optics. Most importantly, they need to operate with low standard deviation in the setting of a complex biofluid such as human serum. Through the use of nanoimprinted, large surface area, nanohole array biosensor chips with a simplified light path, we have made highly reproducible and clinically relevant measurements for cTnI in human serum. Thus, although the absolute sensitivity of our approach still falls short of the most advanced ELISA based tests, we anticipate that further signal enhancements by analytical software and spectral resolution might be preferable solutions to facilitate the full potential of our unique nanoimprinted LSPR sensors to monitor multiple bioanalytes in real-time patient care.

Supporting Information {#sec014}
======================

###### A quarter of the cell used for plasmonic simulation.

A normal incident plane wave from the wavelength of 400 nm to 900 nm was set up at the surface S~0~ (where a boundary pair condition was applied). A linearly polarized plane wave travelling in the---z direction was assumed to be x direction polarized. For the array, the two boundaries perpendicular to x-axis were set as perfect electric conductors (PEC), and the other two boundaries perpendicular to y-axis were set as perfect magnetic conductors (PMC). The top (glass) and bottom (air/water) layers were defined as the perfect matched layer (PML) to absorb any scattered electromagnetic waves from the nanostructure. As the incident wave struck the structure, the reflected power and transmitted power were calculated through the surface integration of the power flow over the surfaces S1 and S2, respectively. The absorbed power was computed through the volume integration of the resistive heating in the gold film.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Spectra of nanohole sensor in antibody conjugation step.

Black: before antibody conjugation, band position: 640.2 nm, red: after antibody conjugation, band position: 644.4 nm.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The sensorgram of antibody conjugation in SPR experiment.

A significant increase in response unit indicates the successful conjugation of antibody.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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